A - hamdulilah for all my blessings
B - ismullah at the start of everything
C - confidence in my abilities
D - devotion I have for my religion
E - encouraging others to do good
F - forgiving those who hurt me
G - greeting everyone with Assalaamu alaikum
H - humbling myself before Allah
I - integrity which is praised
J - azakallah khair is better than 'thank you'
K - kindness I will show young and old
L - lying is looked down upon
M - modesty is part of our faith
N - negative thought that I will fight
O - obeying Allah, His messenger and my parents
P - patience during hardships
Q - Quran that I will be mindful of
R - responsibility for my own actions
S - salaam I send upon the prophets
T - trust in Allah
U - understanding everyone is different
V - values I will stand by
W - wisdom I shall seek
X - asad is a disease of the heart
Y - earning for my meeting with Allah
Z - uhd and abandoning that which does not bring about benefit